With an increasing amount of data becoming
available, comparative analyses have called
attention to the associations between cooperative
breeding, monogamy and relatedness. We focus
here upon the association between allomaternal
care and relatedness among females within a
social unit. Previous studies found a positive
association, but such results date back to before
molecular tools were in common use, they
considered only a few mammalian orders, neglected phylogenetic clustering and/or did not
correct for group sizes. Here, we use molecular
data on relatedness from 44 species of mammals
to investigate the phylogenetic clustering of, and
the association between, allomaternal care
and relatedness among females within a social
unit. We find (i) a strong phylogenetic signal
for allomaternal care and a moderate one for
relatedness and group size, and (ii) a positive
association between relatedness and allomaternal
care, even when correcting for the smaller than
average group sizes in species with allomaternal care. We also find that, in species without
allomaternal care, adult females often live with
unrelated females even when groups are small.
We discuss these results in the light of recent
evidence for the role of kin selection and the
monogamy hypothesis in cooperative breeding.

alloparental care in vertebrates has now been confirmed empirically, its relative importance is still
disputed [3]. One issue that remains unclear is whether
the degree of relatedness is higher within the social
groups of cooperative breeders than in other species
that live in groups but do not breed cooperatively [3].
A previous study on mammals found that 88 per cent
of 63 species that live in family groups have alloparental
care [4]. This overview can now be improved upon in
several ways. First, this study dates back to before molecular techniques were in common use. Molecular tools
have greatly expanded our knowledge about the social
lives of animals, for example, by revealing relatedness
and the partitioning of reproduction among group
members of species that are sometimes hard to observe
in the wild. Second, ungulates and primates were
excluded from the review. Recent molecular evidence
suggests that quite a few of the non-cooperatively breeding species in these taxa live in family groups, even for
the dispersing sex. For example, in the western gorilla,
Gorilla beringei beringei, related females emigrate to the
same groups [5]. Third, previous results were based
upon data at the species level and neglected the
shared ancestry of the taxa, which is considered an inappropriate approach [6,7]. In birds, it is known that the
distribution of cooperative breeding is not random
with respect to phylogeny [8]. This may also be the
case for mammals, although a thorough investigation
of this remains to be carried out.
A recent comparative analysis, based on molecular data
found that there is a positive association between cooperative breeding and monogamy in mammals [9]. All else
being equal, we therefore expect a positive association
between allomaternal care and within-group relatedness.
However, group size or dispersal may affect withingroup relatedness irrespective of reproductive skew [10].
In addition, allomaternal care also occurs in species with
lower reproductive skew, e.g. communal breeders, which
are considered here to be cooperative breeders as well.
Based upon a dataset of 44 species of mammals, we
test here whether (i) allomaternal care, relatedness and
group size are randomly distributed with respect to phylogeny, and if (ii) the mean relatedness among adult
females within groups is higher in species with allomaternal care than in other species that live in stable groups
but do not show allomaternal care. We use estimates
of relatedness measured on microsatellite markers and
perform a comparative analysis on species level data.
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We consider all studies of mammals living in the wild in a defined social
unit (see electronic supplementary material, S1 and S2), an aggregation of at least two adult females with at least one of them having
dependent young, for which there was an estimate of the mean relatedness for adult females based on microsatellite marker data. For the
dataset and further information on data collection methods, see
electronic supplementary material, S1 and S2, respectively.
All analyses are done in R, v. 2.14.1 [11]. We analyse the data,
including within-species variation, using the generalized leastsquares methods [12] with the function ‘gls’ in the package nlme,
v. 3.1– 102 [13]. We also analyse the data using Bayesian phylogenetic mixed models [14] with the function ‘MCMCglmm’ in the
package MCMCglmm, v. 2.15 [15]. Both methods give consistent
results (see electronic supplementary material, S2).
One way to estimate if traits are constrained by the shared phylogenetic history of species, is to quantify the parameter lambda [16].
Lambda commonly ranges from 0 (independent from phylogeny)
to 1 (covariance in trait(s) among species values fits a Brownian
motion along the given tree). We estimate values of lambda using

1. INTRODUCTION
Cooperatively breeding vertebrate systems are characterized by individual ‘helpers’ that take care of young
ones within the social group that are not their own offspring—a behaviour termed ‘alloparental care’. In
mammals, care typically encompasses allolactation,
pup-feeding, babysitting and carrying young [1].
Kin selection theory suggests that helping behaviour
can evolve whenever the benefits multiplied by genetic
relatedness outweigh the costs [2]. Even though the
role of kin selection in explaining the evolution of
Electronic supplementary material is available at http://dx.doi.org/
10.1098/rsbl.2012.0159 or via http://rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org.
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Figure 1. Mean relatedness among adult females within a social unit (+s.e.) as a function of average number of females within
a social unit. Species with allomaternal care (and significantly higher genetic relatedness values within social units) are shown as
open symbols and broken regression lines. Species without allomaternal care (and lower relatedness within social unit) are
shown as filled symbols and solid regression lines. Regression lines are the results of generalized least squares analysis.
Values on the x-axis reflect that number of females within a social unit was square-root transformed prior to analysis.
the functions ‘fitContinuous’ or ‘fitDiscrete’ (GEIGER v. 1.3-1
[17]). For model selection, we use the second-order Akaike Information Criterion (AICc [18]) and likelihood ratio (LR) tests. For
more information, see the electronic supplementary material.

3. RESULTS
In our dataset, 24 species out of 44 exhibited allomaternal care. The phylogenetic signal for the trait
allomaternal care was strong and significantly different
from 0 (l ¼ 1.00, AICc ¼ 53.9, AICc for l0 ¼ 63.0,
LR ¼ 9.16, d.f. ¼ 1, p ¼ 0.002). Indeed, allomaternal
care was common among the carnivores, but rare
among the Chiroptera and primates (electronic supplementary material, S1). Mammalian social
structures range from unrelated (on average) in several
primates and bat species, up to related at the level of
full-sibs (on average) in several carnivore species and
the Damarland mole-rat (electronic supplementary
material, S1). The phylogenetic signal for relatedness
among adult females was moderate (l ¼ 0.50,
AICc ¼ 228.7, AICc for l0 ¼ 227.0, LR ¼ 3.98,
d.f. ¼ 1, p ¼ 0.046) and an analysis including intraspecific variation gives similar results (l ¼ 0.48,
AICc ¼ 225.2, AICc for l0 ¼ 223.5, LR ¼ 3.96,
d.f. ¼ 1, p ¼ 0.046). Average group size varied from
two adult females up to almost 200 (electronic supplementary material, S1). It showed a moderate
phylogenetic signal, but this failed to differ significantly from zero (l ¼ 0.72, AICc ¼ 213.0 AICc for
l0 ¼ 212.6, LR ¼ 2.74, d.f. ¼ 1, p ¼ 0.098). The
same is true when including intraspecific variation in
the analysis (l ¼ 0.80, AICc ¼ 27.5 AICc for
l0 ¼ 26.8, LR ¼ 2.96, d.f. ¼ 1, p ¼ 0.085).
As the data displayed in figure 1 show, relatedness in
species without allomaternal care did not differ
Biol. Lett. (2012)

significantly from zero (mean ¼ 0.05, s.d. ¼ 0.08, t ¼
1.9, p ¼ 0.070), but was considerably lower than the
relatedness in species with allomaternal care, in
which females were related at the level of half-sibs on
average (mean ¼ 0.29, s.d. ¼ 0.14). However, female
group sizes were significantly smaller for species with
allomaternal care than for species without (without:
n ¼ 20, mean ¼ 31.1, s.d. ¼ 48.9; with: n ¼ 23,
mean ¼ 4.3, s.d. ¼ 3.2). In a model including group
size and allomaternal care as predictors (table 1), we
found that species with allomaternal care had significantly lower relatedness than species without. We
also found that the relatedness among adult females
declines significantly with group size, but only for the
species with allomaternal care. In species with allomaternal care, small groups are composed of relatives,
while in species without allomaternal care groups consist mostly of unrelated individuals irrespective of
group size (figure 1).
4. DISCUSSION
In this study, we are able to show that for mammals: (i)
allomaternal care exhibits a strong phylogenetic signal,
as do relatedness and group size to a more moderate
extent; (ii) species with allomaternal care live in
groups that are on average smaller than species without
allomaternal care; (iii) there is a negative association
between relatedness and group size, but only for
species with allomaternal care; and (iv) species with
allomaternal care that live in small groups do so in
groups that consist of more related individuals relative
to species without allomaternal care with similar
group sizes.
The strong phylogenetic signal for allomaternal care
found here means that closely related taxa are more
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Table 1. The association between mean relatedness among adult females (including intraspecific variation) and allomaternal
care for mammals in the dataset (n ¼ 44 species, number of parameters ¼ 4). Results are shown (i) without phylogenetic
correction (ordinary least squares), and (ii) with phylogenetic correction (generalized least squares). The coefficient of
intercept shows mean relatedness for species without allomaternal care.
coefficient (s.e.)
(i) without phylogeny
intercept
allomaternal care
sqrt(number of females)
allocaresqrt(number of females)
(ii) with phylogeny
intercept
allomaternal care
sqrt(number of females)
allocaresqrt(number of females)

p

AICc
218.4

0.03 (0.04)
0.50 (0.08)
20.002 (0.008)
20.10 (0.03)

37.7
0.07
11.6

,0.0001
0.787
0.002
218.5

0.04
0.50
20.0009
20.10

(0.04)
(0.08)
(0.008)
(0.03)

similar in this behaviour than distantly related taxa,
which is rather exceptional for a behavioural trait [7].
This indicates that the evolutionary transition from
independent to cooperative breeding (and vice-versa)
is not straightforward. This may be because the evolution of social monogamy and cooperative breeding
are linked [9], or because cooperative breeding mammals share a common set of life-history or ecological
constraints, as was shown for birds [8]. In birds,
some families contain more cooperative breeding taxa
than others and it would now be interesting to quantify
the phylogenetic signal of cooperative breeding in birds
using this impressive dataset [8].
Relatedness showed a moderate phylogenetic signal.
This result indicates that some traits generating the
genetic structure of groups (perhaps reproductive
skew or dispersal) are at least moderately conserved
across the mammal phylogeny. The next step is to
explain which combination of life-history traits or ecological variables generate this signal. Group size also
showed a moderate phylogenetic signal. This fits with
previous results [6,7] that showed a similar or even
stronger signal for some mammalian subgroups.
Although our dataset is biased towards cooperative
breeders, our results indicate that this holds for
mammals in general.
The second result, that mammals with allomaternal
care live in smaller social groups, is consistent with
previous results [19]. This can be caused by, among
other things, a higher reproductive skew [9] and perhaps a lower birth rate in these species. The third
result, that relatedness declines with group size only
for species with allomaternal care, clarifies the findings
of a previous study [10]. This result is interesting since,
owing to high skew and long tenure of dominants [9],
one might expect cooperative breeders to produce
almost exclusively full siblings. Overall, both results
are consistent with the finding that, in smaller
groups, subordinate reproduction can be more easily
controlled and/or that, perhaps more generally,
within-group competition is limited.
The fourth and most important result is the positive
association between allomaternal care and relatedness. These results suggest that helpers gain indirect
fitness benefits helping, although the importance of
direct fitness benefits remains unclear. The higher
Biol. Lett. (2012)

F

35.3
0.01
11.7

,0.0001
0.917
0.002

within-group relatedness in species with allomaternal
care co-varies with other life-history traits, such as
dispersal, extra-pair paternity and reproductive skew [9].
Our dataset also reveals that allomaternal care can
occur in species with low mean relatedness among
adult females, as found for allosuckling wild boars
(Sus scrofa) and for pup-guarding greater spear-nosed
bats (Phyllostomus hastatus). If indirect benefits are
important in these systems, they may have considerable levels of kin discrimination to cope with the
presumably large variation in genetic relatedness
among group members [20]. Overall, however, in
cooperatively breeding mammals mean relatedness
is high, group sizes are small and variance in relatedness is relatively low, and this may explain the low
levels of kin discrimination found in the few species
of cooperative breeding mammals that have been
studied thus far [20].
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